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How a national sign company tripled SEO keywords and used A/B testing 
to increase paid search conversion rates by 48%

Case Study Background

Stewart Signs is a division of EBSCO Industries, one of America’s largest privately held corporations. 
They have sold signs to over 50,000 customers for 50 years. Churches and schools are the top 
markets, and LED signs are becoming increasingly popular over traditional changeable letter signs.

The Challenge

McDougall Interactive was initially brought in to conduct search engine optimization after a year-
long website redesign dramatically dropped traffic and conversions. Rising costs of Google ads and 
changes in the Google algorithm meant that the methods of marketing needed to change.

Marketing Strategy

A technical analysis of the website revealed a considerable amount of errors and provided a 
breadcrumb trail to guide us in correcting the dramatic drop in organic rankings. A deep competitor 
analysis across various size competitors showed us that while we were not at the bottom of the pile, 
some websites were getting a much greater share of voice in terms of search rankings.

We also discovered that competitors often had landing pages or more conversion optimized pages 
for customers that clicked a Google ad. Social media was also an area that needed to be improved 
— along with fixing negative reviews.

Marketing Tactics

After correcting the tech SEO issues with the website, standard best practices were implemented, 
such as title and meta-tag adjustments and on-page optimization.

We developed personas for the different industries they work in and wrote blog posts and email 
campaigns dedicated to these customers.

Podcasts with the sales team and partners, case study videos, infographics, and Ebooks were 
created as well.

Marketing automation using HubSpot helps us nurture customers who download the Ebooks.
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Regular use of A/B testing on custom-designed landing pages helped reveal what value 
propositions were increasing conversions. These insights were then implemented on the main site 
in addition to the “advertising only” landing pages.

Fun and interesting content was created to increase backlinks, and one of the pages is now 
generating rankings for about 3,500 different keywords.

Aligning with the sales team, as well as traditional marketing for events, helped us tie the digital 
campaign into marketing and branding as a whole.
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Results

Shortly after we came on board, organic search rankings started climbing. Over the course of the 
year, the organic search rankings tripled from the original baseline.

We went from 4,560 keywords driving traffic to 14,379  keywords driving traffic. 

• SEO top 100 keyword ranking increased 215.33%
• Paid search generated a 48% increase in conversion rates year-over-year
• We are converting at 4.4% percent compared to 2.9% percent before
• Landing pages in the most profitable segments are converting as high as 7%
• Positive reviews are helping improve brand perception 

We are regularly meeting our agreed-upon goals for the number of leads each month and expanding 
successful strategies into more challenging markets.
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